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UN SECURITY COUNCIL
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This course offers a unique experience at University of Tampa. We will combine traditional class
lectures on the history, structure and political processes of the United Nations system with an
experiential educational format. That is, students will learn, from the textbook and lectures, about
the United Nations system – the political processes and decision-making processes. Students will
then supplement this information with simulations on issues dealt with in the United Nations
General Assembly and Security Council. In these simulations, students will learn about various
issues facing the UN in today’s world, and how different countries respond to these issues. The
purpose of this format is simple; in February students are required to serve as delegates at the
Harvard National Model United Nations. In order to ensure preparedness, this class will teach
students about the United Nations system, laws, political processes, and procedural rules for
debates. Students will also prepare position papers and research the policy preferences of the
country that will be presented at the HNMUN by the UT delegation. The challenges students face
in this course are unique and exciting, as they will travel to Boston in mid-February to compete
with hundreds of other college students from around the world in statecraft and diplomatic
prowess.

Student Learning Outcomes:
This course is designed such that students who have immersed themselves in the material,
attending lectures regularly, doing the readings, completing all assignments diligently, and
studying for exams, should be able to do the following by the end of the course:
• The student will be able to explain the history, processes, and functions of the United
Nations.
• The student will be able to describe and analyze how non-Western countries formulate
and advance their foreign policy agendas in the United Nations.
• The student will be able to use formal rules of parliamentary procedure to participate in
debates, write resolutions, and vote on them.

Requirements:
Given that this class is a combination of traditional and experientially-oriented exercises, the
requirements reflect a diverse array of assignments. These assignments challenge you to learn
about the UN and how it operates, your assigned topical area, and our assigned country. Though
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it may be altered slightly and/or clarified by professorial edict either in class or via email, consider
this syllabus a contract between you and your professor that lists both what you can expect from
class and what is expected of you. Check it regularly and always bring it to class with your
notebook. You are expected to read EVERYTHING assigned on the syllabus. You are also expected
to attend EVERY lecture. Visiting your professors on occasion during office hours to discuss issues
raised in class and/or paper topics will not hurt either. Neither will meeting with your peers to
practice for the HNMUN. If you do these things you will do very well in the course. If you do not
do these things you will not do so well in the course. Consider this fair warning up front.
You will be evaluated in this class based on your performance in 6 areas. These areas, along with
their relative weights, are as follows:
UN Readings Quizzes (15%) – given out at the beginning of class for Weeks 9, 10, and 11.
These short quizzes will be approximately 10 questions long and cover the assigned
readings from Fasulo for that day. Lowest grade will be dropped so there are no make-up
quizzes.
Country Readings Quizzes (15%) – given out at the beginning of class for Weeks 12, 14,
and 15. These short quizzes will be approximately 10 questions long and cover the assigned
readings about our country for that day. Lowest grade will be dropped so there are no makeup quizzes.
Chair Panel (10%) – During Weeks 9 through 15 we hold 11 practice sessions
(approximately 30 minutes a piece). This is an opportunity to practice floor debates and
parliamentary procedure. For most of these sessions you will be a floor participant assigned
a country but for one you will chair. At our first class you will be assigned a session to
chair. The entire class will be prepared to argue the topic (available here
http://www.hnmun.org) from their country’s perspective. Chairing a panel involves a short
(1-3 minute) summary of the topic as well as governing the flow of debate through the
correct application of parliamentary procedures.
Committee Report (10%) – After you are assigned a committee, you will write a 1-2 page
(TNR 12 point, single-spaced, 1 inch margins) on your committee’s history, rules, and
major contemporary issues. This paper is due via Blackboard by Monday 26 November.
Late papers will be penalized at a rate of 10 percent per day.
Position Papers (25%) – HNMUN requires delegates to write one single-spaced page paper
for each potential topic area their committee will consider. These papers will be forwarded
to the HNMUN staff in January but should be submitted via Blackboard as a Word
Document for the purposes of this class no later than Friday 7 December. Each position
paper has three basic parts: your country’s national interests, your country’s national
policies, and your opinion on potential resolution components. Sample position papers will
be provided. If you are assigned a two delegate committee this is a group assignment. If
you are assigned a one person committee this is an individual assignment. Late papers will
be penalized at a rate of 10 percent per day.
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Participation (25%) - In order to prepare for the conference you must be present in class
and participate in the simulations that will take place. You can only learn Robert’s Rules
through repeated engagement. This class offers plenty of opportunity to gain this
experience. You may miss a single class without penalty. Any more than a single absence
will result in the forfeiture of one-fourth of your participation grade. Excused absences will
be determined according to the university attendance policy regarding scheduled and
unscheduled absences and must be accompanied with appropriate documentation. It is not
enough to just show up to receive this grade, however. Students will be observed and
evaluated on both the frequency and quality of their engagement. It would be hard to
imagine a debate going by where an engaged student does not at least once voice his/her
position.

Important Due Dates:
Participation
UN Quizzes
Country Quizzes
Chair Panel
Committee Report
Position Papers

Weeks 9 – 15
Weeks 9, 10, and 11
Weeks 12, 14, and 15
Once during Weeks 10-15
Monday 26 November
Friday 7 December

Grading:
The course letter grade will be determined according to the following scale:
Letter Grade
A
AB
B
BC
C
CD
D
F

Quality Points
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.0

Numeric Scale*
93-100
88-92
83-87
78-82
73-77
68-72
60-67
Below 60

*We will round up at the .5 and NOT before. For example, if you earn an 87.49 you will receive a B
for the class. If you earn an 87.5 you will receive an AB. The only exception to this rule concerns
the line between a D and an F. If you make below 60 points, even if it is by the smallest fraction
of a point, we will NOT round up.

Required Texts:
Fasulo, Linda. An Insider’s Guide to the UN (3rd ed).
()

Article or chapter available through UT Blackboard.
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COURSE SCHEDULE
The course schedule is subject to change at the professor’s sole discretion. Any changes will be announced in class, via email, and/or via
Blackboard.

Week 9 (Monday 22 October)
The United Nations and Its Institutions (UN Quiz #1)
Readings:
Fasulo chs 1-8 and Appendix A-Diplomat for a Day and  HNMUN Guide to
Delegate Preparation and Rules of Parliamentary Procedure.
Session:
1. TBA
Other:
Assignment of countries to represent in practice sessions.

Week 10 (Monday 29 October)
Collective Security (UN Quiz #2)
Readings:
Fasulo chs 9-13
Sessions:
2. The Formation of a Kurdish State (DISEC) and 3. The Protection of Kurdish Rights
and Lives (DISEC)
Other:
Elect head delegate.

Week 11 (Monday 5 November)
Sustainable Development (UN Quiz #3)
Readings:
Fasulo chs 14-20
Sessions:
4. Augmenting Human Capital to Reduce the Skills Gap (ECOFIN) and 5. The
Economic Future of Green Energy Development (ECOFIN)

Week 12 (Monday 12 November)
Assigned Country’s Security Situation (Country Quiz #1)
Readings:
Sessions:
Other:

 TBD
6. Rights of Civil Disobedience (SOCHUM) and 7. Ecotourism (UNEP)
Select Committees.

Week 13 (Monday 19 November)
Trip to Boston General Overview
Week 14 (Monday 26 November)
Assigned Country’s Political Economy (Country Quiz #2)
Readings:
 TBD
Sessions:
8. Definition of a Cyber-Attack versus an Armed Attack (LEGAL) and 9. Rohingya
Refugee Crisis (UNHCR)

Week 15 (Monday 3 December)
Assigned Country’s Social and Cultural Atmosphere (Country Quiz #3)
Readings:
 TBD
Sessions:
10. Trafficking of Women and Girls (WOMEN) and 11. Education as a Tool for
Refugees (UNHCR)
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General Classroom Information
A few things every student should know.
Emergency Conditions - In case of any adverse condition or situation which could interrupt the
schedule of classes, each student is asked to access www.ut.edu for information about the status of the
campus and class meetings. In addition, please refer to Blackboard for announcements and other
important information. You are responsible for accessing this information.
Special Needs - If there is a student who requires accommodations because of any disability, please go
to the Academic Success Center in North Walker Hall for information regarding registering as a student
with a disability. You may also call (813) 257-5757 or email disability.services@ut.edu. Please feel
free to discuss this issue with me, in private, if you need more information.
Classroom Disruption Policy – Every student has the right to a comfortable learning environment
where the open and honest exchange of ideas may freely occur. Each student is expected to do his or
her part to ensure that the classroom (and anywhere else the class may meet) remains conducive to
learning. This includes respectful and courteous treatment of all in the classroom. According to the
terms of the University of Tampa Disruption Policy, the professor will take immediate action when
inappropriate behavior occurs.
Mental Health Counseling – College can be a stressful time in a young person’s life. The American
Psychiatric Association published a recent study of college students observed over the course of a
single academic year. Over 60% of students reported feeling things were hopeless one or more times,
almost 40% of the men and 50% of the women reported feeling so depressed that they had difficulty
functioning one or more times, and 10% of the students reported seriously considering attempting
suicide at least one time. If at some point during your time at UT you begin to feel depressed or out of
control for any reason you should realize that you are not alone and there is help available to you. Your
professors are happy to counsel you on the problems you are having coping with academic life, but
there are dedicated mental health counselors available to you through UT’s Health and Counseling
Center located at 111 North Brevard Ave. (behind Austin Hall) who you may feel more comfortable
disclosing certain types of non-academic problems to. The time to deal with mental health issues is
when they arise and not after your grade has deteriorated. Their email is healthcenter@ut.edu and their
phone numbers are 813-253-6250 (during business hours) and 813-257-7777 (outside of business hours
for emergencies).
Title IX Statement - Sexual violence includes nonconsensual sexual contact and nonconsensual sexual
intercourse (which is any type of sexual contact without your explicit consent, including rape), dating
violence, sexual harassment, sexual exploitation, domestic violence, and stalking. You may reach out
for confidential help or report an incident for investigation. If you choose to write or speak about an
incident of sexual violence and disclose that this violence occurred while you were a UT student, the
instructor is obligated to report the incident to the Title IX Deputy Coordinator for Students. The
purpose of this report is to provide a safe and nondiscriminatory environment for all students. The
Deputy Coordinator or his or her designee will contact you to let you know about the resources,
accommodations, and support services at UT and possibilities for holding the perpetrator accountable.
If you do not want the Title IX Coordinator notified, instead of disclosing this information to your
instructor, you can speak confidentially with the following individuals: - The Victim’s Advocacy
Hotline 813.257.3900; Dickey Health & Wellness Center (wellness@ut.edu) 813.257.1877; Health
and Counseling Center (healthcenter@ut.edu) 813.253.6250. They can connect you with support
services and discuss options for holding the perpetrator accountable.
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Academic Assistance – The Academic Success Center (academicsuccess@ut.edu) in North Walker
Hall offers free peer tutoring, credited academic skills courses, national testing services, and services
for students with disabilities. The Saunders Writing Center (323 Plant Hall, x6244) aids students with
their writing projects. The Public Speaking Center (KBB 200, speakingcenter@ut.edu) offers students
help with presentations. You pay for these services through your tuition and there is no shame in using
them if you need help with your course work. I am more than happy to discuss any academic issues
you might have during office hours but if I think one of these services can help you be more successful
I will not hesitate to recommend it.
Academic Integrity – Cheating, plagiarism, copying and any other behavior that is contrary to
University standards of behavior will not be tolerated. Students caught violating any aspect of the
University of Tampa’s Academic Integrity Policy will be penalized in all cases. Penalty ranges from
“0” on an assignment to “F” for the course without regard to a student’s accumulated points. Students
may also face expulsion. It is the student’s responsibility to become familiar with the policies of the
university regarding academic integrity and to avoid violating such policies. Policy information is
found in the university catalog under the heading “Academic Integrity Policy.”
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